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Abstract. In 1995, Wu proposed a remote login authentication scheme based on geometric ap-
proach. However, Chien, Jan and Tseng presented a cryptanalysis of Wu’s scheme to show that it is
not secure. Moreover, they proposed a modified version of Wu’s scheme. This paper presents there
is a serious weakness in this modified remote login authentication scheme. We show that an illegal
user can easily forge a valid login request in the modified version proposed previously.
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1. Introduction

In 1995, Wu (Wu, 1995) proposed a remote password authentication scheme based on
geometric approach. The advantages of this scheme are that (1) modular exponential op-
erations are not required by the system and users, (2) the system does not need to maintain
password table and/or verification table, (3) the user can choose his own password freely,
and (4) the scheme can withstand the replaying attack.

However, Wu’s scheme is not secure. In 1999, Hwang (Hwang, 1999) proposed a
cryptanalysis to show that an illegal user can forge a valid login request from the eaves-
dropped login requests. Recently, Chien, Jan and Tseng (Chienet al., 2001) also proposed
a different approach to break Wu’s system. An attacker can easily derive a secret point
for a legal user from two eavesdropped login requests, and then the attacker has the abil-
ity to impersonate the legal user and issue a valid login request. Furthermore, they also
proposed a modified version of Wu’s scheme, which not only can withstand the attacks
of theirs and Hwang’s, but also keep the efficiency.
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In this paper, we show that Chien, Jan and Tseng’s modified scheme is still not secure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall briefly review Wu’s
scheme and Chien, Jan and Tseng’s attack and their improved scheme. In Section 3, we
shall present an approach to break their improved scheme. Finally, some conclusions are
made in the last section.

2. Previous Works

Remote login authentication scheme is a critical issue in the computer and network sys-
tems. Many efficient methods (Chang and Wu, 1991; Changet al., 1995; Liaw, 1995)
have been developed to verify the legitimacy of each login user. Recently, Chien, Jan and
Tseng (Chienet al., 2001) pointed out that Wu’s remote login authentication scheme is
not secure and they proposed an improved version of Wu’s scheme. In this section, we
briefly introduce the remote password authentication scheme proposed by Wu (Wu, 1995)
firstly. Then, the attack and the improved scheme proposed by Chien, Jan and Tseng will
also be reviewed.

In Wu’s scheme, it is divided into three phases: (1) the registration phase, (2) the login
phase, and (3) the authentication phase. In the registration phase, a new user has to register
with central authority (CA) to become a legal user. In the login phase, when a user wants
to login to the computer system remotely, he/she delivers the login request to the system.
The system will authenticate the legitimacy of the login user in the authentication phase.
In the following, we describe the processes of each phase. Initially, the central authority
(CA) chooses a large primep, a one-way hash functionf , and a secret point(x0, y0) on
the Euclidean plane.

The registration phase
A new userUi freely chooses his passwordPWi, and then presentsf(PWi) to CA.

Then the CA performs the registration steps as follows.

1. The CA chooses the identityIDi for the userUi.
2. The CA chooses two pointsriw andrio, where

riw =
(
0, f(PWi)

)
, (1)

and

rio =
(
f(IDi) · x0, f(IDi) · y0

)
. (2)

Then CA computes the middle pointAi betweenriw and rio on the Euclidean
plane. Thus,Ai can be expressed as

Ai =
(f(IDi · x0)

2
,

f(PWi) + f(IDi · y0)
2

)
= (ai1, ai2). (3)

3. The CA stores four parameters{IDi, f, p, andAi} in a smart card and delivers
the smart card to the userUi.
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The login phase
WhenUi wants to login the system,Ui inserts his/her own smart card to a remote

terminal and keys in the passwordPWi. Then the smart card performs the following
steps.

1. The smart card gets a timing sequenceT from the system.
2. With the passwordPWi, the smart card can computeriw = (0, f(PWi)).
3. Since the pointAi is stored in the smart card, so the lineLi can be constructed by

passing through the two pointsriw andAi.
4. LetBi be the middle point ofriw andAi, thus

Bi =
(ai1

2
,

ai2 + f(PWi)
2

)
. (4)

5. The smart card computes a pointriT = (0, f(PWi)+f(T )) on the y-axis. There-
fore, a new lineLWT can be constructed by passing throughriT andBi.

6. Choose a random pointCi from the lineLWT . Then the smart card sends the login
request[IDi, Ai, Ci, T ] to the system.

Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of the login phase.

The authentication phase
After receiving the login request[IDi, Ai, Ci, T ], the system performs the following

tasks to authenticate the legitimacy of the login user.

1. The system checks the correctness of the identification numberIDi and the timing
sequenceT .

2. Next, the system computes the pointrio = (f(IDi · x0), f(IDi · y0)). Therefore,
the lineLi can be reconstructed by passing through the two pointsrio andAi.

Fig. 1. Graphical result of the login phase.
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3. According to the lineLi and y-axis, the intercept pointriw can be computed and
let riw=(0, Ei).

4. The system computes the pointriT = (0, Ei + f(T )), and then reconstructs the
line LWT which is passing throughriT andCi.

5. Compute the intercept pointDi of the linesLi and LWT . The system checks
whetherDi is the middle point ofAi andriw or not. If so, then the system ac-
cepts the login request; otherwise rejects the login request.

Unfortunately, Wu’s scheme was broken by Chien, Jan and Tseng (Chienet al., 2001).
The attack is illustrated as follows.

An attacker eavesdrops two login requests[IDi, Ai, Ci, T ] and[IDi, Ai, C ′
i, T ′]

for Ui at timeT andT ′, respectively. Sincef , T , andT ′ are known, the valuesf(T ) and
f(T ′) can be computed by the attacker. Suppose thatriw = (0, k), wherek = f(PWi),
hence the pointsriT andriT ′ become(0, k+f(T )) and(0, k+f(T ′)). According to the
points(riw, Ai), (riT , Ci), and(riT ′ , C ′

i), the attacker can reconstruct three equations
from the linesLi, LWT andL′

WT , respectively. Since the three equations intercept at the
same pointBi and only contains three variablesk, x, andy, the attacker can easily derive
the variablek. Therefore, the attacker can reconstruct the secret lineLi. Thus, the system
is not secure. Fig. 2 illustrates the graphical result of Chien, Jan and Tseng’s attack.

On the other hand, Chien, Jan and Tseng also presented an improved scheme. They
modifiedriT = (0, f(PWi) + f(T )) to becomeriT = (0, f(PWi) ⊕ f(T )) in Step 5
of the login phase and the system computesriT = (0, Ei ⊕ f(T )) in Step 4 of the
authentication phase, where⊕ is the bit-wise exclusive OR operation. The other steps are
kept the same as in Wu’s scheme. The modified scheme is claimed that it is secure against
Hwang’s and Chien-Jan-Tseng’s attack.

Fig. 2. Graphical result of Chien, Jan and Tseng’s attack.
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3. The Weakness of Chien, Jan and Tseng’s Modified Remote Login
Authentication Scheme

In Chien, Jan and Tseng’s attack, an attacker can easily derive the secret pointriw from
the eavesdropped login requests. If we denoteriw as(0, k), then the pointsriT andriT ′

can be expressed as(0, k + f(T )) and(0, k + f(T ′)), respectively. Since the values of
f(T ) andf(T ′) can be computed, the attacker can reconstruct three equations from the
linesLi, LWT , andLWT ′ , which contain only three variablesk, x, andy. So the attacker
can compute the value ofk. The idea of this attack is to find the directed distances−−−−→riwriT

and−−−−→riwriT ′ .
To remedy this weakness, Chien, Jan and Tseng replaced the addition operation with

the bit-wise exclusive OR operation to compute the secret pointsriT and riT ′ . They
claimed that the attacker can not know the directed distances of−−−−→riwriT and−−−−→riwriT ′ from
the values off(T ) andf(T ′) in their improved scheme. Therefore, the attacker has no
ability to impersonate a legal user and this improved scheme can withstand all possible
attacks. However, the modification is not secure. We still can derive the directed distances
from the values off(T ) andf(T ′). In the following, we present an approach to break
Chien, Jan and Tseng’s scheme.

Different from Chien, Jan and Tseng’s attack, an attacker has to eavesdrop at least
three login requests such as[IDi, Ai, Ci, T ], [IDi, Ai, C

′
i, T ′], and[IDi, Ai, C

′′
i , T ′′]

for Ui at timeT , T ′ andT ′′, respectively. Then, the attacker performs the follows steps.

1. Sincef() is public andT , T ′, andT ′′ are known, the attacker computes the values
of f(T ), f(T ′), andf(T ′′).

2. Let the bit positions of a binary expression from right to left be0, 1, 2, · · · , l. The
attacker computes the different bit positions betweenf(T ) andf(T ′). Meanwhile,
the attacker computes the different bit positions betweenf(T ) andf(T ′′). Then,
the attacker obtains a setSTT ′ , which is {a1, a2, · · · , an}, wherea1, a2, · · · , an

are the different bit positions betweenf(T ) andf(T ′). And the attacker obtains
another setSTT ′′ , which is{b1, b2, · · · , bm}, whereb1, b2, · · · , bm are the different
bit positions betweenf(T ) andf(T ′′).

3. Let riT = (0, z) be a point on y-axis, wherez = f(PWi) ⊕ f(T ). And riT ′

andriT ′′ denoted as(0, z + u) and (0, z + v) be two points on y-axis, where
u = (f(PWi) ⊕ f(T ′)) − (f(PWi) ⊕ f(T )) andv = (f(PWi) ⊕ f(T ′′)) −
(f(PWi) ⊕ f(T )).

4. The attacker does not know the valuef(PWi), so he/she can not compute the
difference betweenu andv. But, the attacker has the ability to obtain some possible
values ofu from computing the different bits betweenf(T ) andf(T ′). Let PVu

be the set of possible values ofu, which can be expressed asPVu = {x | x =
±2a1 ± 2a2 ± · · · ± 2an}. Furthermore, the attacker can obtain some possible
values ofv from computing the different bits betweenf(T ) andf(T ′′). Let PVv

be the set of possible values ofv, which can be expressed asPVv = {x | x =
±2b1±2b2±· · ·±2bm}. Therefore, the numbers of possible values ofu andv are2n

and2m, respectively. The set of possible pairs of(u, v)’s arePP = {(u, v) | u ∈
PVu andv ∈ PVv }.
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5. Pick out one possible pair(u, v) from PP , the lineLWT can be reconstructed
by passing through the two pointsCi and riT ; similarly the lineLWT ′ can be
reconstructed by passing through the two pointsC ′

i andriT ′ ; the lineLWT ′′ can
be reconstructed by passing through the two pointsC ′′

i andriT ′′ . Therefore, the
attacker can build three equations from the reconstructed linesLWT , LWT ′ , and
LWT ′′ , which only contain three variablesz, x, andy. Obviously, the variablez
and the pointBi = (x, y) can be easily derived by solving the three equations.

6. After the values ofz and f(T ) are computed, the attacker can easily compute
f(PWi) = z ⊕ f(T ) and obtain the secret pointriw = (0, f(PWi)).

7. To validate the secret pointriw, the attacker checks whether the derived pointBi is
the middle point betweenriW andAi. If so, the attacker confirms that the derived
secret pointriW is correct. Then the attacker can impersonate the legal user to
forge a valid login request. Therefore, the system is not secure.

The concept of this attack is explained in Fig. 3.
In the following, we give a simple example to illustrate the weakness of Chien, Jan

and Tseng’s scheme.

Example
Assume thatp = 23 and an attacker has eavesdropped three login requests

[IDi, Ai, Ci, T ], [IDi, Ai, C
′
i, T

′], and[IDi, Ai, C
′′
i , T ′′] from Ui, whereAi = (8, 3),

Ci = (8, 7), C ′
i = (2, 12), andC ′′

i = (−4, 19). Then the attacker performs the following
steps.

1. Sincef , T , T ′, andT ′′ are known, the attacker can compute the valuesf(T ) =
11111011, f(T ′) = 11101011, andf(T ′′) = 11110010.

2. After comparingf(T ) with f(T ′) andf(T ′′), the attacker obtains the setSTT ′ =
{4} andSTT ′′ = {0, 3}, respectively.

3. Suppose thatriT = (0, z), thenriT ′ = (0, z + u) andriT ′′ = (0, z + v). The
possible values ofu arePVu = {16, − 16}, and the possible values ofv are

Fig. 3. Graphical result of our attack.
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PVv = {9, 7, −9, −7}. Therefore, there are21+2 possible pairs of(u, v)′s. They
are PP = {(16, 9), (16, 7), (16,−9), (16,−7), (−16, 9), (−16, 7), (−16,−9),
(−16,−7)}.

4. If we pick out(u, v) = (16, 9) from the setPP and we know the pointsriT =
(0, z), riT ′ = (0, z + 16), riT ′′ = (0, z + 9), Ci = (8, 7), C ′

i = (2, 12), and
C ′′

i = (−4, 19), we can reconstruct three lines.

LWT : y = z +
7 − z

8
x mod 23, (5)

LWT ′ : y = z + 16 +
−4 − z

2
x mod 23, (6)

LWT ′′ : y = z + 9 +
10 − z

−4
x mod 23. (7)

5. Since the three lines intercept at the same pointBi, and only contain three variables
z, x, andy, so the attacker can solve these equations to obtainz=f(PWi)⊕f(T )=
3 and the pointBi = (x, y) = (4, 5). Moreover, the attacker derivesf(PWi) =
z⊕f(T )=7 to get the feasible secret pointriw =(0, f(PWi))=(0, 7).

6. Since the equationBi = (4, 5) = (0+8
2 , 7+3

2 ) holds, soBi is the middle point
betweenriW andAi. Therefore, the attacker confirms that the pointriw is correct.
Then the attacker can impersonateUi to forge a valid login request.

Furthermore, in order to reduce the number of possible pairs in setPP , the attacker
can eavesdrop more than three login requests, and then select three of these login requests
such thatn + m is smallest.

4. Conclusions

In this article, we have shown how an attacker can know the directed distances of−−−−→riwriT

and−−−−→riwriT ′ from the values off(T ) andf(T ′) in Chien-Jan-Tseng’s modified remote
login authentication scheme. Therefore, an attacker can derive the secret point for a legal
user from some eavesdropped login requests, and then the attacker has the ability to forge
the login request. Although the system modified by Chien, Jan and Tseng is not secure,
it has opened a brand new research area for remote login authentication scheme on a
geometric approach.
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Modifikuotos geometrinės nuotolinio prisijungimo autorizavimo
schemos kriptoanaliże
Chin-Chen CHANG, Iuon-Chang LIN

1995 Wu pasīulė geometrin↪e nuotolinio prisijungimo autorizavimo schem↪a. Tǎciau Chien, Jan
ir Tseng atlikta Wu schemos kriptoanalizė paroḋe, kad ši schema nėra saugi. Ḋel to jie pasīulė
modifikuot↪a Wu schemos versij↪a. Šis straipsnis parodo, kad modifikuota nuotolinio prisijungimo
autorizavimo schema turi rimt↪u trūkum ↪u: nelegalus vartotojas gali lengvai suklastoti legalaus prisi-
jungimo užklaus↪a.


